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(57) Abstract: Methods and products for processing a software kernel of instructions are disclosed. The software kernel has stages
representing a loop nest. The software kernel is processed by partitioning iterations of an outermost loop into groups with each
group representing iterations of the outermost loop, running the software kernel and rotating a register file for each stage of the
software kernel preceding an innermost loop to generate code to prepare for filling and executing instructions in software pipelines
for a current group, running the software kernel for each stage of the software kernel in the innermost loop to generate code to fill
the software pipelines for the current group with the register file being rotated after at least one run of the software kernel for the
innermost loop, and repeatedly running the software kernel to unroll inner loops to generate code to further fill the software pipelines
for the current group.
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METHODS AND PRODUCTS FOR PROCESSING LOOP NESTS

RELATED APPLICATIONS

5

This application claims the benefit of the filing dates of US Provisional Patent
Application No. 60/504,043 to Rong e t al. entitled METHOD FOR GENERATING
SOFTWARE PIPELINED CODE FOR LOOP NESTS filed on September 19, 2003 and of US
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/507,043 t o Rong et al. entitled SOFTWARE
PIPELINING OUTER LOOP OF A LOOP NEST FOR MULTITHREADING filed on September

10

29, 2003, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the field of computer science and, more
15

particularly, to methods for processing a software kernel of instructions representing a
loop nest.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A compiler translates (‘compiles”) a computer program written in a high level
20

programming source code (e.g., C++) into object code for execution by a computer
processor, Source code often contains numerous loops, which are software structures
that perform repeated operations using a single set of instructions. Typically, computer
processors spend a majority of their time executing instructions within loops.

25

There is an ever present desire for improved methods and products to compile
source code that offer improvements in computer processor execution time.
Techniques to improve the execution time associated with processing instructions
within loops include increasing instruction level parallelism. Software pipelining is one
method of increasing instruction level parallelism. Software pipelining restructures

30

loops of a computer program such that instructions from various iterations of a loop a r e
executed by a computer processor in parallel (i.e.r concurrently). This method typically
results in significant improvements in execution time.
Many computer programs include loops that are contained within the body of

35

other loop, i.e., loop nests. A loop nest may have an even greater impact on execution
time than a single loop, A loop nest is typically processed by first software pipelining
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the innermost loop and, thus, software pipelined parallelism in outer loops, which could
possibly offer greater instruction level parallelism, is largely ignored. Accordingly,
there is a need for methods and products for processing loop nests that take advantage
of instruction level parallelism for outer loops. The present invention addresses this
5

need among others.
SUMMARY OF THE I N V E N T I O N

The present invention is embodied in methods and products for processing a
software kernel of instructions. The software kernel has stages representing a loop
10

nest. The software kernel is processed by (a) partitioning iterations of an outermost
loop into groups with each group representing iterations of the outermost loop, (b)
running the software kernel and rotating a register file for each stage of the software
kernel preceding an innermost loop to generate code t o prepare for filling and
executing instructions in software pipelines for a current group, (c) 'running the

15

software kernel for each stage of the software kernel in the innermost loop to generate
code to fill the software pipelines for the current group and drain the software pipelines
for a previous group with the register file being rotated after at least one run of the
software kernel for the innermost loop, and (d) repeatedly running the software kernel
to unroll inner loops to generate code to further fill the software pipelines for the

20

current group. I n an exemplary embodiment, steps c and d are repeated until a last
outermost loop iteration has been initiated. I n addition, the software kernel is run to
generate code to drain the software pipelines for at least one unfinished group.
I n one aspect of the present invention, the groups are all processed by the

25

same processor. I n another aspect of the present invention, the groups are assigned
to multiple processors in a multi-processor environment.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

30

The invention is best understood from the following detailed description when
read in connection with the accompanying drawings, with like elements having the
same reference numerals. When a plurality of similar elements are present, a single
reference numeral may be assigned to the plurality of similar elements with a small
letter designation referring to specific elements. When referring to the elements

35

collectively or to a non-specific one or more of the elements, the small letter
designation may be dropped. The letter "n" may represent a non-specific number of
elements. Included in the drawings are the following figures:
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FIG. 1is a flowchart depicting exemplary processing steps in accordance with
one aspect of the present invention;

5

FIG. 2 is an illustration of a kernel according t o the present invention;
FIG, 3 is a flowchart depicting the exemplary processing steps of FIG. 1 in
further detail;

10

FIG. 4 is a flowchart depicting the exemplary processing steps of FIGs. 1and 3
as applied t o an IA-64 Computer Architecture by Intel;
FIG. 5 is a known C++ program for a loop nest;

15

FIG. 6A shows an exemplary intermediate representation of the program in FIG.
5 (having combined C++ code and IA-64 assembly code) in accordance with the
present invention ;
FIG. 6 6 shows an exemplary kernel for the program in FIG. 5 that corresponds

20

t o the intermediate representation in FIG. 6A in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 6C shows exemplary parallelized IA-64 assembly code for the program in
FIG. 5 in accordance with the present invention;

25

FIG. 7A shows an alternate exemplary intermediate representation of the
program in FIG. 5 (having combined C++ code and IA-64 assembly code) in
acco rda nce with the present invent ion ;
FIG. 78 shows an alternative exemplary kernel for the program in FIG. 5 that

30

corresponds t o the intermediate representation in FIG. 7A in accordance with the
present invention;
FIG. 7C shows an alternate exemplary parallelized IA-64 assembly code for the
program i n FIG. 5, in accordance with the present invention;

35

FIG. 8 is the complete IA-64 assembly code corresponding t o the embodiment
of the invention illustrated in FIGs. 6A-C in accordance with the present invention;
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FIG. 9 is the complete IA- 64 assembly code corresponding to the embodiment

of the invention illustrated in FIGs. 7A-C in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 10 is pseudo-code illustrating a step-by-step analysis of the unrolled
5

execution of the program in FIGs. 6A-C for a 3x3 array in accordance with the present
invention;
FIG. 11 is pseudo-code illustrating a step-by-step analysis of the unrolled

execution of the program in FIGs. 7A-C for a 3x3 array in accordance with the present
10

invention;
FIG. 12 is a flowchart of exemplary steps for processing computer instructions in

accordance with another aspect of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart of exemplary steps for performing the augmentation steps

15

of FIG. 12;
FIG. 14 is a block diagram depicting one embodiment for scheduling software

pipelined threads in accordance with an aspect of the present invention;
20
1

FIG. 15 is a block diagram depicting another embodiment for scheduling

software pipelined threads in accordance with an aspect of the present invention;
FIG. 16A is an illustration of a perfect loop next for use in explaining an aspect
25

of the present invention;
FIG. 16B is a graphical depiction of a running scheme of the perfect loop nest of
FIG. 16A after software pipelining the outermost loop in accordance with the present

invention;
30
FIG. 16C is a dependence graph for the perfect loop nest of FIG. 16A; and

FIG. 16D is an illustration of a software pipelined thread for the perfect loop

nest of FIG. 16A in accordance with the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 is a flowchart 100 including steps for providing a general overview of one
5

aspect of the present invention. The steps are performed by a compiler that translates
("compiles") source code including a loop nest into object code for execution by a
computer processor. During translation, the compiler "runs" a software kernel of "lowlevel" code (e.g., assembly/machine instructions/operations) to generate corresponding
object code. During a "run," the compiler takes the software kernel as a template to

10

generate object code, rather than executing the low-level code in the kernel. For ease
of description, this translation process may be described simply as a run of the

software kernel or running the software kernel, and the object code may be referred to
herein simply as "code." I n an exemplary embodiment, the loop nest includes an
outermost loop and at least one inner loop within the outermost loop. The a t least one
15

inner loop includes an innermost loop. I n addition, the a t least one inner loop may
include one or more other loops. Each loop is configured to perform multiple iterations
of one or more instructions.
At block 102, the code generation process is initialized. I n an exemplary

20

embodiment, during initialization, iterations of an outermost loop are partitioned into
groups, with iterations in the same group meant for execution in parallel. The
partitioning of iterations of the outermost loop into groups may be a determination of
the number of iterations of the outermost loop to be assigned to each group. At block
104, commands contained in a prolog are executed in preparation for filling and

25

executing code in software pipelines for the iteration groups. At block 106, software
pipelines are concurrently drained for a previous group (if any) and filled for a current
group. By overlapping the draining and filling of the software pipelines, a compact and
efficient overlapping is achieved, which increased processing efficiency for the loop
nest. I n a first run, the current group is the first group and, thus, there is no previous

30

group to drain from the software pipelines. At block 108, the parallelized code for the
inner loops of the current iteration group of the loop nest is run and the commands of
the inner loops therein are executed. At block 110 a decision is performed regarding
whether all the groups have been initiated. I f all groups have not been initiated, at
block 111, a next group becomes the current group and processing resumes at block

35

106 where the code in the software pipeline is drained for the previous group and is

filled with code for the current group. I f all groups have been initiated, processing
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proceeds at block 112. A t block 112, the software pipeline of the last group is drained.
I n addition, unfinished groups may also be drained.

FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary software kernel 200. The software kernel 200
5

includes a plurality of stages representing a loop nest. The loop nest includes an
outermost loop 202, one or more inner loops 204, and an innermost loop 206. The
inner loops 204 are within the outermost loop 202. The one or more inner loops 204
may include only the innermost loop 206 or one or more loops in addition to the
innermost loop 206. I n an exemplary embodiment, the loop level for the outermost

10

loop is selected based on a good potential for instruction parallelism and data reuse
optimization, and is not necessarily the main loop of a computer program. The
selected outermost loop may then be software pipelined based on the resource
constraints of the underlying processor and the "dependence constraints" in the
selected outermost loop. The result of the software pipelining is a software kernel such

15

as illustrated in FIG. 2. Through this process, the outermost loop is optimally
parallelized and, furthermore, the filling and draining of the software pipelines are
inherently overlapped compactly.
The stages of the software kernel 200 in FIG. 2 are named stage 0, 1, ..., II from

20

right to left. Stages 0 and II represent the first and last stages, respectively, of the
outermost loop 202. Stages f2 and l2represent the first and last stages, respectively,
of the inner loops 204. Stages f n and I, represent the first and last stages,
respectively, of the innermost loop 206. The number of stages, S n , containing
operations of the innermost loop is equal to

ln-fn+ls

25

FIG. 3 is a flowchart 300 including steps for processing the software kernel 200
of FIG. 2 in accordance with one aspect of the present invention. At block 302,
initialization is performed as described above with reference to block 102 (FIG. l),with
iterations of the outermost loop 202 being partitioned into groups. As described above,
30

the step of partitioning iterations of the outermost loop into groups may be a
determination of the number of iterations of the outermost loop to be assigned to each
group. I n an exemplary embodiment, the first group of outermost loop iterations to be
executed is composed of the first S n number of outermost loop iterations, where S, is
the number of stages of the innermost loop 206. Similarly, the second group of

35

outermost loop iterations to be executed is composed of the next S n number of
outermost loop iterations, and so on.
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At block 304, the prolog portion of the compilation process is performed to
generate code in preparation for filling and executing instructions in software pipelines
for a current group. During the prolog portion, the kernel 200 is run one or more times
with each run followed by a rotation of one or more register files. I n an exemplary
5

embodiment, the kernel 200 is run and the one or more register files are rotated once
for every stage preceding the first stage of the innermost loop, i.e., f, times.
The one or more register files may include one or more rotating register files or
one or more other types of register files that are filled and drained such that they

10

function as rotating register files. Exemplary rotating register files are present in the
IA-64 Architecture produced by Intel Corporation of Santa Clara, California, USA. I n
computer architectures with rotating registers files, register file rotation is performed
by executing a corresponding rotate register command. I n computer architectures
without rotating register files, the rotate register command may be equivalently

15

replaced with one or more commands that move values between appropriate registers.
The one or more rotating register files may include one or more of an integer rotating
register file, a floating-point rotating register file, or a predicate rotating register file.
The selection and use of register files in accordance with the present invention will be
understood by one of skill in the art from the description herein.

20

At block 306, the software kernel is run for each stage in the innermost loop
206 of the software kernel (i-e., S, times) to generate code to drain the software
pipelines for a previous group and fill the software pipelines for a subsequent group
(i,e., the current group). I n an exemplary embodiment, each run of the software
25

kernel creates an instance of the software kernel. I n an exemplary embodiment, at
least one of the one or more register files is rotated after each run of the software
kernel except for the last run (i.e., S,-1 times).
At block 308, the software kernel is repeatedly run to unroll the at least one

30

inner loop 204 to generate code to further fill the software pipelines for the current
group. I n an exemplary embodiment, the a t least one inner loop 204 is unrolled by
repeatedly creating instances of the software kernel. I n an exemplary embodiment,
the a t least one inner loop 204 is unrolled such that the inner loops of each outermost
loop iteration in the current group are run sequentially.

35
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At block 310, a decision is made regarding the current iteration of the outermost
loop 202. I f the last outermost loop iteration has not been initiated, processing
proceeds to block 306 with the steps of blocks 306 and 308 repeating until the last
outermost loop iteration is initiated. I f the last outermost loop iteration has been
5

initiated, processing proceeds to block 312. I n an exemplary embodiment, a loop
counter indicates the number of loops remaining. The loop counter is configured to
equal a predefined value (e.g. zero "0") when the last outermost loop iteration is to be
initiated. I f there are iterations remaining, then the step of block 311 rotates the at
least one register file and assigns the next S, number of iterations of the outermost

10

loop as the current group,
The rotation of the register files may be accomplished using dynamic register
renaming. The inner loops 204, however, may be unrolled using static register
renaming through direct register access. Thus, the repeating process of steps 306 and

15

308 may be characterized by interleaved dynamic register renaming through rotating

registers and static register renaming through direct register access.
At block 312, the software kernel is run to drain the software pipelines for the
last group, during which any other unfinished groups may also be drained. I n an
20

exemplary embodiment, the software kernel is run and the registers are rotated for
each stage after the first stage of the innermost loop, i.e., ll-fn times, to drain the
software pipeline for the last group.
I n alternative exemplary embodiments, the step in block 304 may be repeated

25

f,-1 times instead off, times, with minor changes made in one or more of the steps of
blocks 308 and 312. I n addition, a reduction in code size may be achieved by
implementing one or more of the steps of blocks 304, 306, and 312 as compact loops.
Also, code size may be reduced by reusing the step of block 306 to realize the whole or
at least part of the function of the step of block 312.

30

FIG. 4 is a flowchart 400 including steps for processing the software kernel 200
of FIG. 2 using Intel's IA-64 computer architecture in accordance with one aspect of the
present invention. Although the embodiment in FIG. 4 is specific to the IA-64
architecture, the principles presented therein may apply to other instruction-level
35

parallelism enabled processors as well.
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At block 402, initialization is performed for the IA-64 computer architecture with
iterations of the outermost loop 202 being partitioned into groups. Initialization code
for the IA-64 implementation is depicted within block 402, which will be understood by
one of skill in the art. Generally, the IA-64 rotating register base (rrb) is cleared (clr)
5

using a clear command (clrrrb), live-in values for the program (for example, the start
addresses for variables, arrays, and constants used in the program) are prepared, a
loop count (LC) register and an epilog count (EC) register are set, and a predicate
rotating register (e.g., predicate rotating register p16 in IA-64) is set to "1." The loop
count (LC) and epilog count (EC) registers are initialized such that both are set to

10

terminate loop branching (e.g., the branch to L1 in the step of block 410 below) once
all the outermost loop iterations have been initiated. Pursuant to the well-known
behavior of the "br.ctop" register rotation command in IA-64 assembly code, equations
1and 2 were derived as the appropriate values of LC and

EC (where the value "loop

count" is equivalent to the number of iterations specified for the outermost loop in the
15

loop nest) that will produce desired results.

LC = loop count - 1
EC = I,, - (LC%S,) or EC = I, - (LC%S,)+ 1
20

where 'YO" indicates modulo division, Sn is the number of stages in the innermost loop,
and

In

are the number of stages prior to the last stage of the innermost loop for a

software kernel such as illustrated in FIG. 2.
At block 404, a prolog portion of the compiler is performed. I n the prolog, the
25

software kernel is run and the registers are subsequently rotated for fntimes, where fn
is the number of kernel stages prior to the first stage of the innermost loop 206 for a
software kernel such as illustrated in FIG. 2. I n an exemplary embodiment, register file
rotation is accomplished using the "br.ctop" register rotation command.

30

At block 406, the software pipelines for the previous group (if any) are drained
and the software pipelines for the current group are filled. I n an exemplary
embodiment, this is performed by running the software kernel Sn times and rotating
the rotating register files after each run except for the last run. Register file rotation
may be accomplished using the "br.ctop" register rotation command.

35
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At block 408, the software kernel is repeatedly run to unroll the stages of the
kernel that correspond to operations of the inner loops (e.g., stages f 2 to

11)

such that

each iteration's inner loops are run sequentially. I n an exemplary embodiment, the
software kernel is repeatedly run until the first outermost loop iteration in the current
5

group finishes the last run of its innermost loop.
At block 410, a decision is made regarding whether all the groups have been
initiated. I n an exemplary embodiment, this decision is inherently made by the values
of LC and EC that are passed to it, and is implemented by the "br.ctop L1" command.

10

Consequently, it is desirable to set proper LC and EC starting conditions in the step of
block 402 in order to achieve proper program execution. A well-known behavior of the
IA-64 command "br.ctop" is that a branch will not be taken when LC=O and EC=O,l.
More specifically, when LC=EC=O, the branch will not be taken nor will the register files
be rotated. When LC=O and EC=1, however, the branch will not be taken, but the

15

register files will be rotated a final time.

For embodiments where EC =

- (LC%S,), if all the groups have been

initiated, LC=EC=O. I n this case, processing proceeds at block 412 (i.e.f the L1 control
branch is not taken). I f groups still remain to be initiated, then the register files are
20

rotated (ens., in accordance with br.ctop) and processing proceeds at block 406 (i.e.,
the L1 control branch is taken). Thus, the steps of blocks 406 and 408 are repeated
until all groups have been initiated. For embodiments where EC

=I,, -(LC%S,)+l,

LC=O and E C = l when the step of block 410 is reached with all the groups initiated.
This causes the instruction 'brxtop L1" in the step of block 410 to rotate the register
25

files. Due to the presence of a final register rotation depending on the equation
selected for EC, it is desirable to appropriately rename the register files in the step of
block 412 correspondingly to assure proper software pipeline draining.
An example of appropriate register file renaming is now described with reference

30

to FIG. 6C. The code in FIG. 6C illustrates exemplary assembly code for a C++
programming language loop nest. I n the step identified by numeral 612 (which
corresponds to the step of block 412 described below) draining of the software
pipelines is performed using the draining operation " ( ~ 1 8 )st4 [r47] = r42,4", which
corresponds t o an initial EC value of "In-(LC0hSn)" set in the step identified by numeral

35

602 (which corresponds to the step of block 402). I f the step identified by numeral
602 initializes the EC value as 'ln-(LC%S~)+1", however, then the draining of the
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software pipelines may be desirably set as "(p19) st4 [r48] = r43,4".

Those of skill in

the art will understand from the description herein that the registers in the draining
step identified by numeral 612 may generally be set to the next highest registers,
respectively, to account for an additional register rotation in the step identified by
5

numeral 610 when EC is initialized as "In-(LCo/oSn)+l" in the step identified by numeral
602.
Referring back to FIG. 4, at block 412, the software kernel is run and the
software pipelines are drained. Those skilled in the art will understand that the register

10

files in the draining step of block 412 may generally be desirably set to the next
highest register, respectively, to account for the additional register rotation of the step
of block 410 when EC is initialized as

I, -(LC%S,,)+l

in the step of block 402.

Generally, the desired results are that when LC=EC=O, all outermost loop
15

iterations have been issued, and no additional iterations have been illegally issued,
and, so processing transfers to the step of block 412 to drain the issued, yet
unfinished, outermost loop iterations. I n an exemplary embodiment, the 4ast group of
iterations are drained by running the kernel and rotating the register files for,ll-fn
times, which corresponds to the number of kernel stages after the first stage (fn) of the

20

innermost loop 206. As shown in the IA-64 implementation of FIG. 4, the step of block
412 may also reset EC to 11-fn to achieve the same result with the only difference being
an additional rotation of the register files in the final draining step, as described above.
LC remains 0 as the kernel is run, with subsequent register rotation, until EC=O,
signaling the complete draining of the last group. At this point, the compiling may be

25

deemed complete.
I n an alternative exemplary embodiment, the loop count for the loop in the step
of block 412 may be small enough so that br.ctop dynamic register rotation may be
replaced by an unrolled loop with static register renaming.

30

I n an alternative exemplary embodiment, static or rotating registers may be
selected for use based on the lifetimes of the variables being used. Since the iterations
of the outermost loop are run in parallel, in accordance with the present invention, a
variable in the program may have multiple instances (e.g., one instance in each of the
35

outermost loop iterations being run). When the lifetime of a variable instance in an
iteration overlaps with the lifetime of another instance of the same variable in another
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- 12 iteration, rotating registers may be used. I n such a case, the variable may be allocated
to a series of rotating registers, where, by register renaming, each variable instance
accesses a unique register, thereby avoiding faults in the memory and program
execution. I f an overlap of variable instances does not occur, then a static or rotating
5

register may be used to represent that variable.
FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary C++ program featuring a nested loop structure
that is useful in describing the present invention. The first line of the code declares two
two-dimensional arrays x and y. The subsequent "for loops" serve to transfer the

10

values in the x-array corresponding to rows 0 to N1-1 and columns 0 to N2/2-1 to the
same locations in the y-array. The program assumes that desired values have been
preloaded into the x-array prior to the transfer function of the nested loop structure.
FIGs. 6-9 are exemplary embodiments of software parallelized code

15

corresponding to the C++ code in FIG. 5 that serve to illustrate the code generation
technique of the present invention. It should be noted that these examples are
simplified, and do not take performance issues into consideration (e.g., preprocessing
and scheduling phases have not taken place). The examples generally serve to
illustrate the generation of parallelized code from a given kernel. FIGs. 6A-C show one

20

embodiment, while FIGs. 7A-C show an alternate embodiment with more compact
code. Generally, the operation "add ry[-1]=

...,ry" in FIGs. 7A-C serves as a

replacement for operations "mov ry=rxn and "add rx[-l]= ...,rxN in FIGs. 6A-C. Here, ry
is a memory pointing register for a value in either array x or y in an iteration, where
ry[-1] corresponds to the memory pointing register for the value in the next outermost
25

loop iteration.
FIGs. 6A and 7A are intermediate representations of the code after
preprocessing, and are generally not executable assembly code for C++.

FIGs. 6C and

7C, however, represent parallelized executable code, created using the kernels in FIGs.
30

68 and 7B, respectively. Both examples set EC as EC = I, -(LC%S,t), and prepare
live-in values by transferring the start addresses of arrays x and y into the appropriate
rotating registers. Furthermore, steps identified with numerals 602-612 in FIG. 6 and
steps identified with numerals 702-712 in FIG.7 each correspond to respective steps
402-412 in the flowchart 400 of FIG. 4. I n the portions identified with numerals 612

35

and 712 of the exemplary programs, the draining is not implemented using a loop since
the kernel in this simplified example need only run once.
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FIGs. 8 and 9 show fully compiled IA-64 computer architecture code
corresponding to the exemplary programs in FIGs. 6A-6C and 7A-7C, respectively.
Those skilled in the art will be able to understand the code in FIGs. 6A-9 in
5

verifying properly parallelized execution of the C++ program of FIG. 5. To further aid
those skilled in the art, FIGs. 10 and 11 provide a step-by-step analysis of the unrolled
execution of the programs in FIGs. 6A-C, 8 and FIGs. 7A-C, 9, respectively. The code
therein is executed for 3x3 arrays x=[xI,x2,x3;
y4,y5,y6;

10

y7,y8,y9].

x4,x5,x6;

x7,x8,x9] and y=[yl,y2,y3;

Value assignments into a register are designated with an equal

sign \\=", memory pointing register assignments are designated with an arrow '\+",
array value transfer commands are designated by an equal sign \\=I'
(for example,
x l = y l signifies transfer of the first value in the array x to the first value in the array
y), a parallel bar sign'I1" indicates instructions being run in parallel, and an infinity sign
"CO"

signifies an unknown value.

15

FIG. 12 depicts a flow chart 1200 of exemplary steps for processing computer
instructions in accordance with another aspect of the present invention. I n accordance
with this aspect, the concepts described above with reference to a single processor
environment are applied to a multiprocessor environment. I n the multiprocessor
20

environment, multiple processors run the generated object code for the groups. As
used herein, the term processor is meant to include individual processors and
processing units. A single processor may include multiple processing units. For
example, a multi-threaded processor may contain multiple processing units.

25

Processing begins a t block 1202 with software pipelining of an outermost loop of
a loop nest a t block 1204. I n an exemplary embodiment, the outermost loop may be
essentially any loop level other than the innermost loop. As described above, the loop
level for the outermost loop is selected based on a good potential for instruction-level
parallelism and data reuse optimization. I n an exemplary embodiment, the outermost

30

loop may be software pipelined according t o the resources of one of the processors and
the dependencies in the outermost loop to create a software kernel that is used as a
template to generate code for every processor. I n an alternative embodiment, the
outermost loop may be software pipelined separately for each of the processors
according to the resources of each processor and the dependencies in the outermost

35

loop to create multiple software kernels. Each software kernel may be used as a
template to generate code for the corresponding processor. For ease of description, a
software kernel found through software pipelining that is to be used as a template to
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generate code for a corresponding processor may be referred to herein as "the
processor's software kernel."
At block 1206, the outermost loop is partitioned into groups. In addition, the
5

groups are mapped to the processors that will process the groups. I n an exemplary
embodiment, the mapping may be essentially arbitrary, e.g., a group may be assigned
to any of the processors. This may be an advantageous approach when all of the
processors are homogeneous, for example. I n an alternative exemplary embodiment,
the mapping may be deterministic, e.g., specific groups are assigned to specific

10

processors. This may be an advantageous approach when one or more of the
processors are heterogeneous, for example. For ease of description, the processor t o
which a group is mapped may be referred to herein as "the group's corresponding
processor. "

15

Each group may contain one or more iterations of the outermost loop.
Typically, the size of an individual group (i.e., the number of outermost loop iterations

in the group) depends on the group's corresponding processor and, consequently, on
the processor's software kernel, e.g., as described above for a single processor
environment. I n an exemplary embodiment, the size of the group is equal to the
20

number of stages in the innermost loop of the processor's software kernel, i.e., S,.
Thus, if the corresponding processor's software kernel for a group has three stages in
its innermost loop (i.e,, S, =3), that group may be assigned three outermost loop
iterations, while another group may be assigned two outermost loop iterations if its
corresponding processor's software kernel has two stages in its innermost loop (is.,S,

25

= 2). Although groups with outermost loop iterations of three or less have been
described above, one or more groups may contain more iterations. Typically, i f
different processors have different kernels, one or more of the groups are sized
differently.

30

I n an alternative exemplary embodiment, each groups may be individually sized
based on the corresponding processor's software kernel and speed (e.g., clock
frequency, instruction handling capability, etc.). For example, assuming a software
kernel having three stages in its innermost loop (i.e., S , = 3 ) , a relatively fast processor
may be assigned groups having three iterations of the outermost loop and a relatively

35

slow processor may be assigned groups having two iterations of the outermost loop. I n
alternative exemplary embodiments, each group may be individually sized based on
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other considerations such as power consumption in addition to or instead of those
described above.
A last group may have an extra boundary condition that is considered when
5

determining its size, This extra boundary condition may be based on the total number
of outermost loop iterations. For example, if there are five outermost loop iterations
and each group before the last group has two outermost loop iterations, the last group
can have only one outermost loop iteration.

10

A group is generated essentially as described above with reference to FIGS. 1, 3,
and 4 with the exception that a decision is unnecessary regarding whether all groups
have been initiated (e.g., blocks 110, 310, and 410) because each processor receives
one group a t a time. Further, the feedback loop for processing the next group can be
omitted with processing proceeding directly to draining the group (e.g., blocks 112,

15

312, and 412). I f the feedback loop is omitted, each iteration may access the register
file statically and, thus, register file rotation is unnecessary. Register file rotation may
still be employed using appropriate initial settings to control the rotations. For
example, for IA-64 computer architecture, the following changes to LC and EC may be
made in block 402: LC = size of the group minus 1and EC = I,-LC or greater.

20

A t block 1208, each group is transformed into a corresponding thread for

scheduling and processing. Methods for transforming threads for scheduling and
processing will be understood by one of skill in the art from the description herein.

25

FIG. 13 depicts a flow chart 1300 of exemplary steps for transforming a group
into a corresponding thread, Processing begins at block 1302 with the augmentation of
each group with inter group synchronizations at block 1304. For example, if a first
group needs to wait for a result from a processing step within a second group,
synchronization steps are added to the first group to suspend processing until the

30

processing step within the second group are complete and synchronization steps are
added to the second group to notify the first group when the processing step within the
second group are complete.
A t block 1306, thread initialization code is added to each group and, at block

35

1308, thread cleanup code is added to each group. I n an exemplary embodiment, the
thread initialization code and the cleanup code each include conventional code that will
be understood by one of skill in the art. Processing ends at block 1310.
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processing. I n an exemplary embodiment, each processor in the multiple processor
environment is identical. I n an alternative exemplary embodiment, at least one
processor is different from another processor in the multiple processor environment.
5

Threads may be scheduled using a conventional operating system that will be
understood by one of skill in the art.
FIG, 14 depicts an exemplary embodiment for scheduling software pipelined
threads to processors. I n the illustrated embodiment, there are a plurality of

10

processors 1400a-n. A control thread 1402 schedules the software pipelined threads to
the processors 1400. I n addition, the control thread 1402 initiates processing of each
software pipelined thread and identifies when each software pipelined thread has
finished executing .

15

I n the illustrated embodiment, the control thread 1402 allocates a first software
pipelined thread 1404 to run on a first processor 1400a and a second software
pipelined thread 1406 to run on a second processor 1400n. A start indicator is passed
from the control thread 1402 to the first software pipelined thread 1404 indicating
when the first processor 1400a should start processing the first software pipelined

20

thread 1404 and a separate start indicator is passed from the control thread 1402 to
the second software pipelined thread 1406 indicating when the second processor 1400n
should start processing the second software pipelined thread 1406. I n addition, a finish
indicator is passed from the first software pipelined thread 1404 to the control thread
1402 indicating that the first processor 1400a has finished processing the first software

25

pipelined thread 1404 and a separate finish indicator is passed from the second
software pipelined thread 1406 to the control thread 1402 indicating that the second
processor 1400n has finished processing the second software pipelined thread 1406.
I n an exemplary embodiment, cleanup code associated with each software pipelined
thread generates the finish indicators so that the control thread 1402 can schedule

30

other software pipelined threads.

I n an alternative exemplary embodiment, all software pipelined threads are
ready for scheduling at the same time. The operating system then invokes them one
by one in a sequence without the need for a control thread. I n another alternative
35

exemplary embodiment there is originally only one thread. When the original thread is
run, it spawns another thread, which is a copy of itself, that the operating system
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the need for a control thread.
I n an alternative exemplary embodiment, the groups (or software pipelined
5

threads corresponding to the groups) are scheduled to the processors in rounds with
each processor assigned one group at a time and all processors being allowed to finish
execution of all the groups assigned for a current round before executing groups
assigned in a subsequent round. For example, a global barrier may be put between
two successive rounds. All groups in a current round can be scheduled concurrently,

10

without the operating system invoking them one by one, as long as the groups have
software and/or hardware synchronizations between them to maintain the correct
running order, which is described in further detail below. Typically, the groups in a
current round are adjacent groups. For example, assuming three processors and five
groups, in a first round, the first three groups are scheduled t o the three processors,

15

respectively, and, in the next round, the remaining two groups are scheduled to two of
the three processors, respectively.
FIG. 15 depicts an alternative exemplary embodiment for scheduling software
pipelined threads. This embodiment is similar to the embodiment described above with

20

reference to FIG. 14 with the addition of pre-fetching threads (represented by prefetching threads 1500 and 1502) associated with the software pipelined threads, e.g.,
software pipelined threads 1404 and 1406. The pre-fetching threads pre-fetch data
from memory to the cache, register file, and/or local memory of the processor where
the corresponding software pipelined thread is located. Parallel execution of software

25

pipelined thread and pre-fetching threads enable reductions in apparent memory
latencies

.

An example is now provided with reference to FIGS. 16A-16D. FIG. 16A depicts
processing instructions of a loop nest having two loops. I n the illustrated processing
30

instructions, L 1 is an outer loop and L2 is an inner loop. For illustrative purposes,
assume each statement in the loop nest is a machine operation with unit latency and
that two function units for processing statements are available in each processor.
FIG. 166 depicts a “running scheme” after software pipelining the outermost

35

loop, e.g., L l (with N1=6 and N2=3 for ease of description). The software pipelined
threads are partitioned into groups, with each group including one or more iterations of
the instructions in the outer loop. I n the illustrated embodiment, each group includes
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function units of the assumed processors.
FIG. 16C is a data dependence graph (DDG) depicting dependencies of the loop
5

nest of FIG. 16A. The data dependence graph depicts instructions within the loop nest
and iteration distance vectors between these instructions.
FIG. 16D depicts software pipelined (SWP) threads, e.g., for the group starting
with the outermost loop iteration having an index value of il. I n an exemplary

10

embodiment, synchronizations are added for the dependence "ar' to "arr that crosses
groups. I n the illustrated embodiment, for each instance of the dependence that
crosses from one group to another, "signal" is inserted after the source operation of the
dependencies instance and "wait for signal" is inserted before a "sink" operation of the
dependence instance. I n this example, if the source operation is a(il, i2),then the

15

signal sent out is denoted as s(il,

i2).

FIG. 16D illustrates a software approach to synchronization. I n an alternative
exemplary embodiment, synchronization may be implemented in hardware. For
example, shared registers between processors may be used to resolve memory
20

dependences between processors. For each inter-outermost loop iteration interprocessor memory dependence, the source operation in one processor may write to a
specific shared register and a "sink" operation in the other processor may fetch the
value from this register. To indicate whether a shared register contains a value, a bit
associated with the register can be defined that indicates the register is full when it is

25

set. The other processor can then periodically examine this bit to determine if there is
a value for it to fetch. For processors synchronized in a lock-step manner, this extra
bit may be omitted. The number of shared registers between processors may be
determined from the total number of dependencies among the groups. Additional
shared registers may be employed to enable more flexible execution by the processors.

30

I n an exemplary embodiment, one processor may be treated differently from
the other processors in the multi-processor environment. Conceptually, assume a row
of processors. A first processor in the row may have different code from the other
processors. For example, in the scheduling step, the operations to be scheduled for the
35

first processor are such that the sink operations may read from a memory rather than
a shared register. This is because the first processor is unable to read from a shared
register because there is not a previous outermost loop iteration performed by another
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processor to generate a value for the shared register. I n addition, there are typically
more groups than processors in the multi-processor environment and, therefore, one or
more processor has to finish its assigned group and then run another group assigned to
it. Thus, a last processor may have to write a value to a shared register and wait for
5

the first processor to consume it. I f the first processor is busy with a previously
assigned group, however, the last processor may stall and, subsequently, the other
processors may stall, e.g., due to fine-grain synchronization enforced by the shared
registers. This can be avoided by having the first processor always reads from a
memory and the other processor write to that memory for information shared with the

10

first processor.
Reading from a memory rather than a shared register should not delay
execution time unless the "cache miss" ratio is high. This can be avoided by selecting
the fastest processor as the first processor or pre-loading data into the cache of the

15

first processor. To alleviate cache pressure, a memory reading operation of the first
processor, e.g., load r=[addr], can be changed by giving it a predicate p: (p) load
r=[addr], where p is one (i) for the first outermost loop iteration within the group
currently assigned to the first processor, but 0 for the other outermost loop iterations
within the group currently assigned to the first processor. Subsequent processors for

20

processing subsequent groups may read from a shared register. Thus, only the first
outermost loop iteration within the group currently assigned to the first processor
needs to read from memory, and the cache may be pre-loaded for this iteration. I f the
memory dependency distance is more than 1 outermost loop iteration, e.g., two
outermost loop iterations, then the first two outermost loop iterations within the group

25

currently assigned to the first processor can have this predicate.
The various aspects of the present invention provide advantages such as
si muIta neous instruction I eve1 a nd iteration level pa raI lelism, static resource a I location
at the instructions level, and extended software pipelining usefulness, among others.

30

For simultaneous instruction level and iteration level parallelism, software pipelining
and multithreading are used to exploit different granularities of parallelism. Software
pipelining exploits instruction level parallelism and multithreading exploits iteration
level parallelism. Software pipelining of an outer loop is especially advantageous for
use in multiple processor processing environments. For static resource allocation at

35

instruction level, software pipelining is performed prior to runtime. Thus, resources are
statically allocated prior to runtime and competition for resources is eliminated, This
leads to simpler hardware, shorter processing cycles, and better system performance.
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are combined to allow the software pipelined code to be dynamically
controlled/synchronized to observe some dependences that can not be fully handled in
static scheduling approaches.
5

One or more of the steps described above may be implemented in software on a
computer (not shown). I n this embodiment, one or more of the functions of the
various components may be implemented in software that controls the computer. This
software may be embodied in a computer readable carrier, for example, a magnetic or
10

optical disk, a memory-card or an audio frequency, radio-frequency, or optical carrier
wave.
Additional detail related to the various aspects of the present invention can be
found in the following (each of which are incorporated herein fully by reference):

15

Single-Dimension Software Pipelining for Multi-Dimensional Loops by Rong et al. in a
Computer Architecture and Parallel Systems Laboratory (CAPSL) Technical memo 049
available from the University of Delaware (a condensed version of which was published
in Proceedings of the 2004 International Symposium on Code Generation and
Optimization (CGO) held in March 2004); Code Generation for Single-Dimension

20

Software Pipelining of Multi-Dimensional Loops by Rong et al. published in Proceedings
of the 2004 International Symposium on Code Generation and Optimization (CGO) held
in March 2004; and doctorate thesis entitled Software Pipelining of Nested Loops by Dr.
Hongo Rong a t Tsinghua University, China, April 2001 (available from the library of
Tsinghua University).

25

Although the invention is illustrated and described herein with reference to
specific embodiments, the invention is not intended to be limited to the details shown.
Rather, various modifications may be made in the details within the scope and range of
equivalents of the claims and without departing from the invention.
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What is claimed is:
5

1.

A method for processing a software kernel of instructions, the software

kernel having a plurality of stages representing a loop nest having an outermost loop
and a t least one inner loop within the outermost loop, the at least one inner loop
including an innermost loop, the method comprising the steps of:
(a) partitioning iterations of the outermost loop into groups, each group
10

representing one or more iterations of the outermost loop;
(b) running the software kernel and rotating at least one register file for each
stage of the software kernel preceding the innermost loop to generate code to prepare
for filling and executing instructions in software pipelines for a current group;
(c) running the software kernel for each stage of the software kernel in the

15

innermost loop to generate code to fill the software pipelines for the current group, the
a t least one register file be'ing rotated after at least one run of the software kernel for
the innermost loop; and
(d) repeatedly running the software kernel to unroll the at least one inner loop
to generate code to further fill the software pipelines for the current group.

20

2.

The method of claim 1, wherein one or more of the at least one register

file is a rotating register file.

3,
25

The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one register file includes at

least one of (i) an integer rotating register file, (ii) a floating-point rotating register file,
or (iii) a predicate rotating register file.
4.

The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

(e) repeating steps c and d until a last outermost loop iteration has been
30

initiated.
5.

The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:

running the software kernel to drain the software pipelines for one or more
unfinished groups.
35
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6.

The method of claim 1, wherein the step of running the software kernel

to unroll the at least one inner loop is performed using static register renaming.

7.
5

The method of claim 1, wherein the partitioning step comprises the step

of:
partitioning iterations of the outermost loop such that each group includes a
number of iterations equal to the number of stages in the innermost loop.

8.
10

The method of claim 1, wherein the steps are executed according to the

Intel IA-64 computer architecture.

9.

The method of claim 1, wherein step c is performed further to drain the

software pipelines for a previous group preceding the current group.

10.

15

The method of claim 9, wherein filling of the software pipeline for the

current group and draining of the software pipelines for the previous group are
performed concurrently.
11.

The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

augmenting each group with thread information to generate corresponding

20

software pipelined threads; and
scheduling the software pipelined threads.
12.
25

The method of claim 11, wherein the scheduling step comprises the step

of:
scheduling the software pipelined threads to run on a plurality of processors.

13.

The method of claim 12, wherein the software pipelined threads are

scheduled to the processors in rounds, each processor being scheduled one software
30

pipelined thread corresponding to one group at a time, and all processors finishing
execution of all groups corresponding to software pipelined threads of a current round
before execution of groups corresponding to software pipelined threads of a subsequent
round.

35
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The method of claim 12, wherein the number of iterations in each group

is based on each of the plurality of processors.
15,
5

The method of claim 14, wherein a first group includes a first number of

iterations of the outermost loop and a second group includes a second number of
iteration of the outermost loop and wherein the first and second numbers of iterations
are different.
16.

10

The method of claim 15, wherein the number of iteration of the

outermost loop in each group is based on the resources of the processor to which the
group is to be scheduled.
17.

The method of claim 15, wherein the number of iterations of the

outermost loop in a group is based on the speed of the processor t o which the group is
15

to be scheduled.
18.

The method of claim 15, wherein the software kernel is applied to each

processor and the number of iterations of the outermost loop in each group is
determined based on the software kernel and at least one of (i) the resources of the
20

processor or (ii) the speed of the processor to which the group is to be scheduled.
19.

The method of claim 15, wherein different software kernels are applied to

different processors based on the resources of the processor and the number of
iterations of the outermost loop for each group is determined based on a t least one of
25

(i) the software kernel for the group or (ii) speed of the processor t o which the group is

to be scheduled.
20.

The method of claim 11, wherein each software pipelined thread is

associated with a prefetching thread.
30

21.

The method of claim 12, further comprising the step of:

prefetching at least a first iteration for a first of the processors based on
dependence d ista nces.

35
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The method of claim 12, further comprising the step of:

communicating data for a first group from a first of the plurality of processors to
a second of the plurality of processors processing a second group using a shared
register file.
5

23.

The method of claim 12, further comprising the step of:

reading data from a memory for an initial group being processed by a first
processor; and
reading data from a shared register file for a subsequent group being processed
10

by a second processor.
24.

A computer readable carrier including software that is configured to

control a computer to implement a processing method embodied in a computer
readable medium for processing a software kernel of instructions, the software kernel
15

having a plurality of stages representing a loop nest having an outermost loop and at
least one inner loop within the outermost loop, the at least one inner loop including an
innermost loop, the processing method including the steps of:
(a) partitioning iterations of the outermost loop into groups, each group
representing one or more iterations of the outermost loop;

20

(b) running the software kernel and rotating a t least one register file for each
stage of the software kernel preceding the innermost loop to generate code t o prepare
for filling and executing instructions in software pipelines for a current group;
(c) running the software kernel for each stage of the software kernel in the
innermost loop to generate code to fill the software pipelines for the current group, the

25

at least one register file being rotated after at least one run of the software kernel for
the innermost loop; and
(d) repeatedly running the software kernel to unroll the a t least one inner loop
to generate code to further fill the software pipelines for the current group.

30

25.

The computer readable carrier of claim 24, wherein the method

implemented by the computer further includes the steps of:
(e) repeating steps c and d until a last outermost loop iteration has been
initiated.

35
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The computer readable carrier of claim 24, wherein the method

implemented by the computer further includes the steps of:
running the software kernel to drain the software pipelines for one or more
unfinished groups.
5

27.

The computer readable carrier of claim 24, wherein the partitioning step

for implementation by the computer comprises the step of:
partitioning iterations of the outermost loop such that each group includes a
number of iterations equal to the number of stages in the innermost loop.
10

28.

The computer readable carrier of claim 24, wherein the method

implemented by the computer further includes the steps of:
augmenting each group with thread information to generate corresponding
software pipelined threads; and
15

scheduling the software pipelined threads.
29.

The computer readable carrier of claim 28, wherein the scheduling step

for implementation by the computer comprises the step of:
scheduling the software pipelined threads to run on a plurality of processors.
20

30.

The computer readable carrier of claim 29, wherein the method

implemented by the computer further includes the steps of:
communicating data for a first group from a first of the plurality of processors to
a second of the plurality of processors processing a second group using a shared
25

register file.

31.

The computer readable carrier of claim 29, wherein the method

implemented by the computer further includes the steps of:
reading data from a memory for an initial group being processed by a first
30

processor; and
reading data from a shared register file for a subsequent group being processed
by a second processor.

32.
35

The computer readable carrier of claim 29, wherein the method

implemented by the computer further includes the step of:
prefetching a t least a first iteration for a first of the processors based on
dependence d istances,
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clmb;;
Prepare live-in values;;
LC=loop count-1;;
EC=Z,,-(LC%S,,) or l,-(LC%,S,,)+l
mov pr.rot=Ic<16;;

I Repeat the following code forh times:
br.ctop

Repeat the following code for S,,times:

-r'--.]
If not the last time, br.ctop

/

402

1

i-

r

404

406

Run the part of the kernel that consists of stages Sromf2 to 1,
repeatedly such that in the current group,each outermost loop
iteration's inner loops run sequentially. Stop if in the current
group, the first outermost loop iteration finishes the last run of its
innermost loop.

/

408

1
br.ctop Ll

c

410

EC=l,---l or=Z,$,,

Drain:

Run

the kernel (With appropriate register renaming .

/

depending on the initial value of EC set in 402)
br.ctop Drain

I

End

-

412

N
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N
Q

w
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int x",I",I,

y"11"21;
L,: for(i,=O; i,<N,; i,++) {
L2:

for(i,=O; i,cN2/2; i2++){
Y[i,"l

.

VI

= x[iJ[j21;
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FIG. 5 (prior art)

L,: for (i,=O; i,<N1; i,++) {
mov r35-50
mov r45-55
add r50[-1]=4*N2, r50
add r55[-1]4*N2, r55
{
L,: for (i2=0;i2<N2/2; i2*)
Id4 r4O=[r35],4
st4 [r45]=r40,4
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L,: for (il=O; i,<Nl; i,tt} {
add r35[-1]=4*N,, r35
add r45[-1]=4*N2,
r45
L,: for (i,=O; i2<N2/2;i2++) {
ld4 r4O=[r35],4
st4 [r45]=r40,4
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I

clrrrb;;
r35start address of x r q x

r45=start addrtss of arrilyy

LWvJ-1
ECs 3 ifM1is odd, =2 othemdse.
mov pr.roklc<16;;
(p16) add rH=4W.., r35;;
brxtop nextl;;

-

702

f.lfZxtl:

(p17)add r45=4*N2, A611 @16) add r34=4*N2, r35;;
brxtop Lt;;

4:

CI
\
CI

Cp19) st4 [r4E+r43,4 II (pl8) ld4 142=[r3'7],4II (p17) add r45=4*&, A611 ( ~ 1 6addr3W*N~.
)
r35;;
br.ctop next2;;

t
4

w

next2:

(~1%
st4 [r4S]=r43,4 I1(pl8) ld4 A2=[r37],4 II ( ~ 1 7addr45=4*Nz,
)
r4611 (pl6j nddr34=4*N', r35:;

4: for &=l;

@+I

f

(p19) Id4 r43<r38],4 I (plS) st4 [r47+r42,4
@19) st4 [t.(S]=r43,4 II (p18) ld4 r42=[r37],4

1
br.ctop &;; if

71

1
(plS)st4[P17]=riC2,4

//

-

712

FIG. 7C

i
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(p16) add r49=r14,r50;;
br.ctop.sptk.many Ll;;
L1:

br.ctop.sptk.many Ll;;
(p18) st4 [r4jl=r42,4

FIG. 8

/ / l ~ P ( X ih N L

loop:

.&on .text
.proc loop
.global

NZ)

loop

$
0

pklow is the common start In IAM procedure, providing initialization of registers*/
alloc r2=ar.~k.. 0.96.0.96
.
mov @=r3i
j/&rt address of x
mov r9=r33
//start address of y
adds r10=-l,r34 //N1-1, the Imp count for L1
shr rll=r35,1;;
adds r11=-2,rll;;
//NY2-2, the loop count for K. Correct when N2 is even. Should be adds rll=-1,rll
//when N2 is odd. Simlified here to keep our f a t s on code generation below.
shl r14=r35,2;;
//constant:4*N2
PEnd of the part*/
/The code below constitutes an embodiment of the present invention*/
dmb;;
mov r35=r8;;
//prepre for live-in values
mov r45=r9;;
//prepare for live-in values
mov ar.lc=rlO
tbitz p6,p7=r1Ol0;;
(p6)mov ar.ec=3 //lc is even(N1 is odd)
(p7)mov ar.ec=2 //lc is W N 1 is even)
mov pr.r0t=1<<16;;

/

K:

mov rN=ar.lc

/

//for (i2=1; 12<N2/2; i2i-c) {
u_body:

(p19)
(p18)
(p19)
(p18)

016) add r34=r14, r35;;
br.ctop.sptk.many nextl;;
//sptk.many is the hint to IA64 for branch prediction

U:
(p19) st4 [r48]=r43,4
(p18) Id4 r42=[r37],4
(p17) add r45=r14, r46
(p16) add r34=r14, r35;;
br.ctop.sptk.many next2;;
next2:
(p19) st4 [r48]=r43,4
(p18) Id4 r42=[r37Jr4
(p17) add r45=r14, r46
(p16) add NI=r14,r35;;

Id4 r43=[r38],4
st4 [r47]=M2,+;
st4 [r48]=r43,4
Id4 r42=[r37],4

+

w
t
4
w

\

N 3

nextl:
(p17) add r45=rl4,r46
(p16) add r34=r14, r35;;
br.ctop.sptk.many U;;

//save the Ic of the Ll

mov ar.lc=rll

br.doop.sptk.many Lz-body;;
mov ar.l~r30;;
br.ctop.sptk.many Ll;;

// 1
drain:
(p18) st4 [r47]=r42,4

/*end of our code generation*/

/*belowis the common end fw IA64 pm&ure*/
mw.i ar.pfs=r2
br.retsptic.mnybo;
.endp loop
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Registers are not rotated, since LC=EC=O
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L,: for (i,=O; il<iVl; i l U ) {
L,: for (i2=O; i2<N2;i2*) {
a: u[i,+l][i2]=Y[il][i2]+~i~J[i2];
b: Y[il][i2+l]=qi,+l] [4];
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SWP(i,) :

Initialization related with thread starting.
Wait for signal s(il-l,O )
a(i,,O 1
b(ily0) a(i,+l, 0)
signal s(i,+l,O )
L,': for (i2=1; i2<N2;i2++)
Wait for signal s(i,-l, id
a(il, i,) b(i,+l, i2-1)
b(i1, i2) a(i,+l, 4)
signal s(i,+l, i2 )
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b(i,+l, N2-1)
Cleanup code related with thread finishing
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